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NEW QUESTION: 1
It is the phase for implementation roadmapwhere you cut over to
live productive operation and continuous support. Here, service
level agreements and help-desk procedures are established and
tested.
A. Final Preparation
B. Project Preparation
C. Realization
D. Business Blueprint
E. Go Live and Support
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consumer-directed health plans are not a new concept. They
actually got their start in the late 1970s with the advent of:
A. Medical savings accounts (MSAs)
B. Flexible spending arrangements (FSAs)
C. Health reimbursement arrangements (HRAs)

D. Health savings accounts (HSAs)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the actions in the left column into the right
column in the order in which you would perform those actions in
a step-by-step in-service software upgrade process.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Upgrade the BIOS on the active supervisor, standby supervisor,
and line cards Bring up the standby supervisor with the new
image Initiate a supervisor switchover (active-standby) Bring
up the originally active supervisor with the new image Perform
hitless upgrades on line cards one at a time Upgrade the CMP
BIOS Image
Ref:http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/sw
/6_x/nx- os/upgrade/guide/b_Cisco_Nexus_7000_Series_NXOS_Software_Upgrade_and_Downgrade_Guide_Release_6-x.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is generally not true in regard to trade
secrets?
A. Secret information must be effectively protected.
B. Secret information does have to be specifically
identifiable.
C. It is difficult to protect a trade secret that can be found
in publicly accessible sources.
D. None of the above.
E. The more a business narrowly defines what it regards as a
secret, the easier it is to protect that body of
information.
Answer: D
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